Multi-dimensional (MD) systems are widely used to model scienti c applications such as image processing, geophysical signal processing and uid dynamics. Such systems, usually, contain repetitive groups of operations represented by nested loops. The optimization of such loops, considering processing resource constraints, is required in order to improve their computational time. Most of the existing static scheduling mechanisms, used in the high level synthesis of VLSI architectures, do not consider the parallelism inherent to the multi-dimensional characteristics of the problem. This paper explores the basic properties of MD loop pipelining and presents two novel techniques, called multi-dimensional rotation scheduling and push-up scheduling, able to achieve the shortest possible schedule length. These new techniques transform a multidimensional data ow graph representing the problem, while assigning the loop operations to a schedule table. The multi-dimensional rotation scheduling is an iterative \heuristic" method, depending upon an user input, while the push-up scheduling algorithm is able to achieve the shortest possible schedule length in polynomial time. This shows an interesting and important result which proves that the problem of scheduling multi-dimensional systems is not NP-hard as in the one-dimensional case. The optimal resulting schedule length and the e ciency of the algorithms are demonstrated by a series of practical experiments.
Introduction
Applications such as satellite image processing, uid mechanics, and medical imaging, require high computer performance. VLSI implementation of parallel systems with limited number of processing units are commonly used to improve the performance of such computation-intensive applications. These applications usually depend on time-critical sections consisting of nested loops of instructions. In order to optimize their execution rate, the designer needs to explore the parallelism embedded in repetitive patterns of those loops. Contradicting the general idea that loop scheduling with shortest execution time under the existence of resource constraints is an NP-complete problem 7], one of the techniques presented in this paper is based in an exact algorithm, able to run in polynomial time. This paper utilizes loop pipelining across di erent dimensions in order to schedule the execution of the repetitive operations in an optimal schedule length, while considering the resource constraints. A multi-dimensional retiming is used to characterize the e ect of the multi-dimensional loop pipelining.
Most of the previous results on scheduling loops are solely based on one-dimensional problems 1, 9, 14, 24] . This study focuses on the parallelism inherent to multi-dimensional applications, ignored by the one-dimensional methods 12] . Some recent research has been conducted in the scheduling of multi-dimensional applications, such as the a ne-by-statement technique 3] and the index shift method 17]. However, these methods do not consider resource constrained designs. Other methods focus on multi-processor scheduling and are not applicable to the target problem 10, 11, 16, 18, 19] .
In a previous study, we extended the concept of multi-dimensional retiming, introducing the idea of schedule-based multi-dimensional retiming without resource constraints 20] . In this method, a feasible linear schedule allows us to restructure the loop body represented by a general form of multi-dimensional data ow graph (MDFG), while preserving data dependences. In an MDFG, the nodes represent the operations and the edges, the data dependencies between operations. By associating each execution instance of the loop with an integral index in a Cartesian space, it is possible to compute a multi-dimensional distance between the production and consumption of each data value. For example, if a loop produces a value when all control indices are zero, which is represented here by the point (0; : : : ; 0), and this value is later used in the point (0; : : : ; 0; 3) then we say that there is a multi-dimensional delay (0; : : : ; 0; 3) between those two points. Therefore, the edge of the graph representing such a dependence between operations is labeled by the tuple representing its multi-dimensional delay. The application of a multi-dimensional retiming to an MDFG presents the iterations of the original loop body naturally overlapped, with the existent parallelism explicit.
Our paper develops two new methods for scheduling cyclic MDFGs with resource constraints 21, 23] . We call the rst technique multi-dimensional rotation scheduling, generalizing the onedimensional method for schedule optimization 1]. The schedule length is associated with the number of control steps, i.e., the clock cycles of the circuit design, required to execute all operations in the loop body. Operations that are longer than a clock cycle are assigned to This rst method improves a resource-constrained schedule by performing multi-dimensional retiming incrementally using the multi-dimensional rotation technique. The existing schedule is partially rescheduled to obtain a shorter schedule under resource constraint. The state of a sequence of rotations is recorded by a simple retiming function. In one-dimensional rotation, a rotation corresponds to incrementing the retiming function of a node by one. For the multidimensional case, a rotation of a node can be regarded as retiming the node by any vector as long as the resulting dependence graph does not contain a cycle between iterations.
For simplicity we use a two-dimensional problem as an example. The MDFG derived from the equation above is shown in gure 1. In a processor with one adder and one multiplier, one can easily conclude that the minimum schedule length would be equivalent to 8 control steps, assuming that both units execute in one control step. However, the application of a traditional list scheduling method 4] produced a schedule table of length 10, as shown in gure 2(a). 1  M8  -2  M7  -3  M6  A4  4  M5  -5  M4  A3  6  M3  A6  7  M2  A2  8  M1  A5  9  -A1  10  -A7   CS Mult. Adder   1  --2  M7  -3  M6  A4  4  M5  -5  M4  A3  6  M3  A6  7  M2  A2  8  M1  A5  9  M8  A1  10  -A7   CS Mult. Adder   1  --2  --3  M6  A4  4  M5  -5  M4  A3  6  M3  A6  7  M2  A2  8  M1  A5  9  M8  A1 Intuitively, the retimed node no longer precedes the addition A4 within the same iteration. In gure 2(c), the node M7 was rotated down, and then rescheduled to its new position, resulting in an optimal schedule with length 8. Figure 3(b) shows the nal graph, where the two-dimensional delay (0; 1) was pushed through node M7.
The multi-dimensional rotation scheduling method uses a DAG scheduling algorithm, such as list scheduling as a subroutine. Notice that only part of the MDFG is rescheduled in each rotation, saving computation time. The multi-dimensional rotation technique, can possibly obtain a shorter schedule length at each iteration of the algorithm. However, the optimality of the results depends upon an user input parameter that determines the number of iterations to be executed. In this paper, a second algorithm is also introduced, which guarantees the achievement of the shortest possible schedule in polynomial time.
The multi-dimensional retiming technique presented in 22] consists of a graph transformation algorithm, which is not applicable to scheduling problems under resource constraints. This paper, however, uses such a concept as the basis to develop a novel technique called push-up scheduling. Such a technique is implemented through a polynomial time scheduling algorithm, called OPTIMUS, for OPTimal MUlti-dimensional Scheduling. In this algorithm, nodes are selected to be assigned to functional units, and pushed-up to earlier control steps if the required functional unit is available. The push-up operation will activate an implicit multi-dimensional retiming if necessary in order to do the earliest assignment.
Let's examine our lter problem again. In gure 4(a), after scheduling nodes M8 and M7, node A4 becomes ready to be scheduled at control step 3. However, the adder is available at 1 Note that (0; 1) is arbitrarily chosen here. The vector (1; 0) is also possible, as are many others. This exibility introduces a high computational complexity in multi-dimensional retiming! control step 1. Therefore, we apply a multi-dimensional retiming to nodes M8 and M7 to allow A4 to be assigned at control step 1. Similarly, we anticipate the schedule of nodes A3, A2 and A1 to control steps 2, 4 and 6, respectively. Continuing the process we obtain the schedule seen in gure 4(c). Later, we will show that this new technique is able to compute the necessary retiming in only one pass with a time complexity O(njEj), where n is the number of dimensions and E is the set of edges of the MDFG.
The next section establishes some of the basic concepts to be used in this paper, including an overview of multi-dimensional retiming. Section 3 de nes down-rotation and introduces the basic fundamentals of the multi-dimensional rotation scheduling technique. Also, a heuristic method to solve the scheduling problem using our technique is presented. Section 4 discusses the theoretical aspects of the new push-up scheduling technique, and presents the implementing algorithm. Section 5 shows some results of applying these new techniques to practical cases, and a comparison with previous results in this eld. A nal section summarizes the concepts presented.
2 Basic Principles 2.1 Modeling the problem As mentioned in the previous section, we use a multi-dimensional data ow graph (MDFG) to model the problems to be scheduled. An MDFG G consists of a tuple (V; E; d; t), where V is the set of computation nodes, E represents the set of dependence edges, d is a function 
d(e i ) and the total computation time of a path p is
The period during which all computation nodes in an iteration are executed, according to existing data dependences and without resource constraints, is called a cycle period. The cycle period C(G) of an MDFG G = (V; E; d; t) is the maximum computational time among paths that have no delay. For example, the MDFG in gure 5 has C(G) = 3, which can be measured through the paths p = D ! A ! B or p = D ! A ! C. The cycle period for an MDFG is the length of the static schedule for the corresponding DAG without resource constraints.
Retiming a Multi-Dimensional Data Flow Graph
A multi-dimensional retiming r is a function from V to Z n that redistributes the nodes in a dependence graph created by the replication of an MDFG G. A new MDFG G r is created, such that each iteration still has one execution of each node in G. The retiming vector r(u) of a node u 2 G represents the o set between the original iteration containing u, and the one after retiming. The delay vectors change accordingly to preserve dependencies, i.e., r(u) represents delay components pushed into the edges u ! v, and subtracted from the edges w ! u, where u; v; w 2 G. After retiming, the execution of node u in iteration i is moved to the iteration i ? r(u).
A prologue is the set of instructions that are moved on directions x and y, in a twodimensional retiming, and that must be executed to provide the initial data for the iterative process. An epilogue is a complementary set of instructions which needs to be executed to complete the process. Considering that the entire problem consists of a large number of iterations, the time required to run the prologue and epilogue are negligible. The algorithm responsible to compute the chained multi-dimensional retiming can be described according to the following steps:
1. all non-zero delay edges are removed from the MDFG.
2. a modi ed topological sort algorithm 27] is used to order the nodes in levels, from the end to the beginning, such that the leaves of the graph will have level 0.
3. nd a legal retiming function r 4. retime each node v i by (k) r, k computed according to the topological level of the node.
The result is a fully parallel MDFG.
From this algorithm, we extract a third important property shown below:
Property 2.3 The chained multi-dimensional retiming algorithm transforms an MDFG G to G r , such that G r is realizable and fully parallel. which produces a nal graph with all nodes independent of each other in a same iteration, i.e., a fully parallel solution. However, this solution involves the utilization of multi-dimensional delays in all circuit paths which may not be necessary, depending upon the target computer system. As we will see later, the OPTIMUS algorithm will produce the necessary retiming in order to obtain the shortest schedule length for a speci c resource constrained system.
3 Multi-Dimensional Rotation Scheduling
Basic Concepts
In this section we introduce the theoretical foundations for our rst algorithm. A down-rotation operation is de ned and main concepts are presented.
De nition 3.1 Given an MDFG G = (V; E; d; t) and X a subset of V , the down-rotation of set X pushes a multi-dimensional delay vector from each of the incoming edges of X to each of the outgoing edges of X, resulting in a transformed MDFG G X .
The following property is obtained from the de nition of down-rotation. If we arbitrarily decide to use a retiming vector (0; 1), after the down rotation of node D, and pushing it up to control step 2, we would obtain an apparently optimal solution, reducing the length of the schedule to 2. However, such a retiming generates an MDFG that has a cycle between iterations due to the new delay vectors (?1; 0) and (1; 0), which implies that this solution is not realizable. Considering the multi-dimensional retiming properties, we predict a legal multi-dimensional retiming function, which is used in our rotation scheduling algorithm.
The Rotation Algorithm
A schedule h is the mapping from V to control steps a; b], where a; b] = fi : a i b; i 2 Ng, such that the resource constraints are satis ed. The computation of node u 2 V starts its execution at control step h(u) in the schedule h. Considering the data dependences within an iteration, we derive the following property to characterize a legal static schedule and associate it to a retiming function. We say that the retiming r realizes the schedule h when it satis es this property.
Our algorithm uses the rotation technique to compact a schedule, obtaining a legal static schedule. Consider the example in gure 5. We used the list scheduling subroutine to compute the initial schedule with length 4, see gure 9(a). We construct the subset X = fDg to be rotated down. Then we try to push node D to its earliest control step, which is control step 3, according to the precedence constraints and resource availability. We obtain the schedule in gure 9(b) with length 3. In another rotation we reschedule the set X = fAg. The optimal schedule is then obtained with a length 2, as gure 9(c) shows. Intuitively, when a node is rotated, each copy of the node is pushed up by r x iterations in the x-direction and r y iterations in the y-direction, for a retiming function r = (r x ; r y ). A prologue is created to provide initial values for the repetitive iterations. Such prologue consists of those nodes that have been rotated.
It is easy to verify that the multi-dimensional rotation will never increase the length of the initial schedule. Assume X i to be the set of nodes scheduled in the rst i control steps. From property 3.1, we know that X i is a down-rotatable set, for every i in 1; k] where k is the length of the original schedule. After the rotation, we obtain a new valid schedule h 0 with the same length k in the interval i + 1; i + k], i.e., 
Therefore, after any down rotation, there always exists a schedule for the retimed MDFG, which is at least as short as the initial one. A reschedule of the nodes in the last i control steps on the new MDFG will push those nodes to earlier control steps, and eventually produce a shorter schedule.
In the description of the algorithm, a subroutine called PartialSchedule is used to reschedule the nodes that were down rotated according to the precedence constraints. The procedure DownRotate performs the rotation of a set that has length i in a schedule h of the MDFG G, returning the new schedule, the set of rotated nodes X and the length of this new schedule L. This procedure is used by the algorithm Rotation, which starts the process with the initial schedule h init . A constant is the number of rotations to be applied to h. The procedure returns the shortest schedule Q, and the table R Q with information on the number of rotations that each node was submitted. If during a rotation of size i, L becomes less than i, then i is divided by 2, until i becomes less than L. The main procedure goes through several possible values of i. Let us begin the discussion on this technique by tracing the scheduling process of the operations represented in the MDFG of gure 5. Let us consider an example where the target processor has only two functional units, one multiplier and one adder, able to execute in a same amount of time, hereafter designated one control step. Figure 10 shows the sequence in which the operations of one iteration must be executed to produce the correct results. Let us start assigning such operations to the functional units. At the rst control step of our schedule, we have the two functional units available, however, only the addition represented by node D is ready for execution. We then say that D is a schedulable node as de ned below:
De nition 4.1 (Scheduling Conditions) Given an MDFG G = (V; E; d; t) and a node u 2 V , u is a schedulable node at a control step cs if it satis es one of the conditions below:
1. u has no incoming edges 2. all incoming edges of u have a non-zero multi-dimensional delay 3. all the predecessors of u, connected to u by a zero-delay edge, have been scheduled to earlier control steps It is easy to verify that D is a schedulable node by checking its incoming edges. The existence of multi-dimensional delays in those edges implies that the required input data for D has been produced in some previous iteration (or before the loop started) and are available from some storage mechanism, such as a register le, memory, etc. D is then assigned to the adder at control step 1, as shown in gure 11(a).
According to the de nition 4.1, node A becomes schedulable at control step 2. Since this node is also an addition, it is assigned to the adder at that control step. B and C become schedulable nodes at control step 3, according to scheduling condition 3. However, both nodes require the multiplier that is also available at control steps 1 and 2. In order to schedule these nodes to those control steps, it is necessary to change the graph in such a way that both nodes, B and C, can satisfy scheduling conditions 1 or 2. Intuitively, we know that it is impossible to make these nodes to comply with condition 1. Therefore, we must try to change edges A ! B and A ! C, such that they will have a multi-dimensional delay.
This implies in pushing multi-dimensional delays from the incoming edges of A to its outgoing edges. However, the incoming edges of A have zero delays. In order to bypass this new problem, we need to propagate the retiming to node D in a similar fashion as done in the chained multi-dimensional retiming. In this simple example, node D is retimed by (1; 0) and subsequently, the same retiming is applied to node A, leaving the number of delays in edge D ! A unchanged. The resulting graph, however, will allow to schedule nodes B and C at control steps 1 and 2, respectively. In order to identify the earlier scheduling opportunities, as in the example above, we must keep track of some important scheduling details, such as in which control steps a functional unit is available, what type of functional unit is that, and in which control step a node can be scheduled without any additional change of the graph. Two functions are de ned below to provide such information.
De nition 4.2 Given an MDFG G = (V; E; d; t) and a node u 2 V , the earliest starting time for the execution of node u, ES(u), is the rst control step following the end of the execution of all nodes predecessors of u by a zero-delay edge. This can be represented as:
ES(u) = maxf1; ES(v i ) + t(v i )g for all v i preceding u by an edge e i such that d(e i ) = (0; 0; : : : ; 0)
De nition 4.3 Given the set of functional units F = ffu i g, a functional unit fu is available at control step cs if no node has been assigned to fu at such control step. Such data is recorded by the availability function AV AIL(fu) that returns the rst control step where fu is available.
Considering such de nitions, we may express the need for a multi-dimensional retiming by the lemma below: We already know that when retiming a node, we may need to retime predecessors of this node, due to two possible reasons: either the incoming edges of the node to be retimed have zero-delays or they have a delay produced by a previous retiming, required to schedule some other node, which can not be pushed to the outgoing edges. Therefore, we need to be sure that all nodes in the graph are correctly retimed such that delays are placed in the required edges. In order to develop an e cient way to accomplish such a task, we de ne a multi-dimensional delay counting function MC. This function will later be used to transform the MDFG in such a way to improve the schedule length. Let us go back to the example in gure 12, and verify how the procedure DelayCount works.
From the gure, we know that X = fE ! F; B ! C; C ! Dg. When the procedure starts its execution all nodes have MC values equal to zero. Nodes A and E have indegree zero, therefore they are placed in the queue and removed from V . As A is visited by the procedure, all its successors have their indegree reduced by one, i.e., node B gets an indegree equal to zero. Since the edge A ! B, does not belong to X, MC(B) = 0. However, when E is visited, we nd that the edge E ! F is in X, therefore, MC(F) = maxfMC(F); MC(E) + 1g = 1. At this point, the queue is empty but V is not, then nodes B and F that now have indegree zero, go to the queue. The process is repeated and C gets an MC value equal to 1, and indegree zero, while D has its indegree reduced to 1 and inherits the MC value from F, i. For now we assume that the values of MC are given. However, it is important for us to know how many times to retime each node in the MDFG in order to place the extra delays in the right edges. Therefore, we use the theorem below to compute a multi-dimensional retiming function such that we can accomplish that goal. However, during the execution of a scheduling algorithm, we do not know beforehand which edges should be considered members of the set X required by the procedure DelayCount. In our push-up scheduling technique, the set X is built as the nodes are assigned to the available functional units. This implies that the procedure DelayCount must be combined with the scheduling algorithm. Re-examining the example on gure 12, let us discuss why those edges would require a new multi-dimensional delay. Assume that 3 identical processing units were available for the scheduling process. Then, nodes A and E are scheduled at control step 1 and MC(A) = MC(E) = 0. Looking at the set of processors, one is still available at control step 1, therefore we assign node F to that processor. This requires a new non-zero delay between E and F. Therefore, we assume that the edge E ! F now be- is also in control step 2, then, MC(D) = 2 and consequently, MC(G) = 2. Intuitively, we see that the value of MC can also be calculated on-the-y as we nd which edges should be in the subset X. Actually, this is the way that it is implemented in the push-up scheduling algorithm (OPTIMUS) described in the next subsection.
The Algorithm
Let us re-examine our initial example in gure 5. If we traverse the graph starting from the initial schedulable nodes, we must begin by node D. We also know that the initial value for the function MC is zero for any node in the graph. Node D is scheduled and node A requires an increment in the number of control steps, being assigned to the adder at control step 2.
When trying to schedule nodes B and C, we are already at control step 3, i.e., ES(B) = ES(C) = 3. However, the multiplier is available at earlier control steps, i.e., AV AIL(fu B ) = AV AIL(fu C ) = 1. Selecting to schedule B at control step 1, implies ES(B) > AV AIL(fu B ) and according to lemma 4.1, A must be retimed. This implies in an extra delay on the edge A ! B, changing MC(B) to 1, according to de nition 4.4. Similarly, C is assigned to the multiplier at control step 2, and MC(C) = 1.
In order to obtain a transformed graph equivalent to the new schedule, we can select the schedule vector s = (0; 1) and consequently, the multi-dimensional retiming vector r = (1; 0).
The application of a multi-dimensional retiming according to theorem 4.2, considering that the maximum value for MC is 1, will result r(A) = ( In the algorithm OPTIMUS, a queue structure is used to store the schedulable nodes (QueueV ). The edges that require additional delays are found on-the-y, which justi es the non-utilization of the DelayCount procedure, however, a modi ed sequence of instructions from that procedure can be easily identi ed in the algorithm. Such instructions are responsible for the delay count according to the dynamic changes in the graph. The next theorem demonstrates the correctness of our algorithm. 
Experiments
In this section we present the application of our method to di erent examples. Our rst example is an MDFG representing a wave digital lter, designed to compute a solution for a partial di erential equations problem. The second example, is a two-dimensional lter from 8].
Other experiments are not described in detail but are reported in our comparison with other methods.
Partial Di erential Equations
In this example, we introduce a two-dimensional Transmission Line problem by using the Fettweis method (see 6] as a tutorial After applying the Fettweis transformations we obtain the Wave Digital Filter shown in gure 14(a), which is equivalent to the MDFG in gure 14(b) , where the inputs e 1 and e 2 are zero.
The two-port adaptors, A and B, are expanded to their internal con guration. For simplicity, one output port and one adder in each adaptor were deleted, because the particular boundary conditions applied. The case of one adder and one multiplier available is trivial since the initial schedule produces the shortest one. Therefore, we assume that there are two two-input adders and one multiplier available and these devices require one time unit to complete.
In the rotation method, we select the multi-dimensional retiming function (1; 0). The initial sequence of rotations and the nal schedule are shown in gure 15. The initial schedule has a length of 7 control steps. Nodes E and F are rotated down and re-assigned to control step It is easy to verify that using the OPTIMUS algorithm, a schedule vector (0; 1) is selected. Following the process, we select the multi-dimensional retiming vector (1; 0). The initial sequence of the scheduling algorithm, assigns nodes E and F to the adders in control step 1. H and G become schedulable nodes at control step 2. If G gets the chance to be assigned rst, it must be pushed-up to control step 1, where the multiplier is still available. That implies that node E must be retimed, therefore, MC(G) = 1. This value propagates to node A1. H is scheduled at control step 2. A1 and B1 become schedulable and are assigned to control steps 2 and 3, respectively. A1 goes to adder 1, while B1 requires a retiming of node H, resulting MC(B1) = 1. At control step 3, nodes A2 and B2 are schedulable. Node A2 goes rst and node B2 is assigned to control step 4. Nodes A3 and B3 are assigned to control step 3, requiring the retiming of nodes A2 and B2, therefore, MC(A3) = MC(B3) = 2. to be scheduled in a circuit design with one multiplier and one adder, both assumed to be unit time. We represent the problem by its equivalent MDFG shown in gure 19. An initial schedule, using a traditional list scheduling method and the result of our algorithms are shown in gure 20. The improvement of 2 control steps on the schedule length becomes signi cant if we consider the application of such a lter to an image with 1000 1000 points. The savings in the total execution time would be 2 million control steps, justifying the use of the proposed scheduling techniques on multi-dimensional problems.
Comparison to other methods Table 1 summarizes the comparison between our results and other methods. In this table, we compare the achieved schedule length, as well as the complexity of the algorithm involved 2 3 . The row list scheduling presents the results based on the original design characteristics, using a traditional list scheduling method 4], while OPTIMUS shows the data for the push-up scheduling method, the row rotation shows the requirements imposed by the rotation scheduling method. The row a ne-by-st. presents results that could be obtained by modifying a neby-statement methods developed for systolic arrays 3, 17, 25], and nally, methods focused on ne-grain parallelism that also depend on the selection of a new schedule, such as the reindexing technique 26] are presented in row ne-grain. We notice that when the shortest schedule length was achieved, the number of additional queues and/or inter-iteration registers required by the 
Additional results
Considering the di erent complexity of the algorithms being compared and that all fully parallel solutions will always require more new delays than the push-up scheduling technique, we decided to show in table 2 a comparison in di erent practical experiments among those methods able to nd a solution, without the need of nding a fully parallel graph. In order to provide a fair comparison based on the time complexity of the techniques been reported, the value U = 1 was adopted for the multi-dimensional rotation scheduling. The problems reported on table 2 are the transmission line and two-dimensional lter described earlier, and four other cases, where, for simpli cation, the target machine was assumed to be a parallel system with 3 general purpose functional units. Such problems are the Floyd-Steimberg 11] and the forward substitution algorithms, the Toeplitz Hyperbolic Cholesky solver, and a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 29].
Our experiments always achieved optimal results. From the tables, we notice that fullyparallel solutions are also able to produce such results, however, using non-e cient solutions such as ILP algorithms or introducing excessive number of delays. These results demonstrate the high e ciency of the push-up scheduling technique as well as the optimality of its results.
Conclusion
Earlier scheduling methods in synthesizing MD systems do not explore loop pipelining across different dimensions. We have introduced two novel techniques on scheduling a multi-dimensional data ow graph through the use of a multi-dimensional retiming function that we developed. The rst approach, named multi-dimensional rotation scheduling considers an initial schedule for a multi-dimensional data ow graph, and through an iterative process of successive node rotations, using a pre-selected retiming function, it reduces the schedule length under the resource constraints.
The second approach, the push-up scheduling technique shows that a fully parallel solution is not always required in order to obtain the shortest possible schedule. It also shows that scheduling multi-dimensional applications under resource constraints is not an NP-complete problem as in the one-dimensional cases. The time complexity of the push-up scheduling algorithm is O(njEj), where n is the number of dimensions and E is the set of edges of the multi-dimensional data ow graph representing the problem. The technique was implemented through an algorithm called OPTIMUS, and was proven to achieve the shortest possible schedule. The algorithms were presented in detail. Experiments were reported to present the higher e ciency of these new methods when compared to other existing techniques.
